Quality you
can trust!
Lynx have ensured that both the
quality and wide range of their
sliding and cantilever gate products
will suit the most discerning user.
Each product has been carefully
engineered and manufactured to
exacting standards offering long
term hassle free usage. All Lynx
products are backed by their “fit
for use” warranty. If any of the Lynx
products do not perform to their
expected standard, they will be
replaced free of charge.

Sliding and
Cantilever

Due to continuing product
development we urge you to view
the latest product and technical
information at: www.lynx.com.cn

GATE SOLUTIONS

All your Lynx hardware products
are available from your
local distributor:

www.lynx.com.cn

www.lynx.com.cn

Sliding and Cantilever gate hardware

Why sliding gates?
Sliding gates have wheels attached to the underside of

See our pricelist or visit www.lynx.com.cn for full details

the gate with a track fastened to the ground. Many sliding
gates, especially larger ones are automated allowing for

Under Gate Wheels

Carriage Wheels

Single and double bearing,
‘U’ groove and ‘Y’ groove

5 wheel and 8 wheel
Light, medium
and heavy duty

Rebate Wheels

Cantilever Tracks

Single bearing,
‘U’ groove and ‘Y’ groove

Light, medium and heavy duty

The Lynx rollers are available in a variety of diameters,

No Support Wheels

Wheel Carriage Guide

lengths and bracket combinations.

Single and double bearing,
‘U’ groove and ‘Y’ groove

Light, medium and heavy duty

• They are able to operate over unsealed surfaces, and

Tracks

End Stops

‘U’ track and ‘V’ track

Light, medium and heavy duty

End Stops

Console

Weld on or Bolt on
for sliding gates

Universal use on cantilever
end stops or with roller brackets

Nylon Guide Rollers

Gate Rack

Available as individual rollers
or with a bracket.
Various lengths available

Available in nylon/steel reinforced
and steel

easy opening of the gate. However, when correctly installed
on a level surface, even very large gates can be relatively
easily opened by hand.
Wheels are available in both “U” and “Y” profile and range
from light duty single bearing to extra heavy duty, double
bearing options. In addition, each wheel variant is available
in either no support, under gate or rebate configurations
and can be supplied with our matching range of
galvanized tracks.
• They make efficient use of space, typically they open
parallel to the fence line
• They are easy to safeguard when automating and can
be set up to completely avoid closing on an obstruction

Every sliding gate requires end stops that should be
installed at or near ground level. The Lynx end stops can be
either bolted to a secure substrate or welded to a post or
the track. Lastly, nylon rollers should be attached to a post
that supports the gate in both the open and closed position.

• They may be cheaper to automate than swing gates
• They can span extremely wide driveway openings

Why cantilever gates?
are extremely reliable
• They can span large openings
• They make efficient use of space, typically they
opening parallel to the fence line
• Compared to sliding gates, minimal disruption is
caused to the site during installation
• They are easier to safeguard when automating and can
be set up to completely avoid closing on an obstruction
• They may be cheaper to automate than swing gates
• They are aesthetically appealing; their efficient design
will impress owners, visitors and customers visiting
your property.
Cantilever gates are suspended above the driveway and

free use. Certain carriage wheels are also available with a

do away with ground tracks. Two sets of carriage wheels

side support, height adjustable option. At the ends of the

are firmly secured to the ground and an industrial strength

track, it is essential to attach a wheel carriage guide, where

track is attached to the underside of the gate during

the Lynx product has both a wheel guide and a backing

manufacture. The gate is cantilevered off the

plate incorporated into a single product. Lastly, cantilever

carriage wheels.

end stops need to be securely attached to the ground and

Lynx cantilever products are available in light, medium and
heavy duty configurations. The carriage wheels are available
in standard 8 wheel design that allows for frequent, trouble

roller guides to the top of the gate so that the gate is fully
supported in both the open and closed positions.

For specific details on any of these products please view: www.lynx.com.cn

